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Course Hero
Are you looking for a comprehensive study guide to help you navigate Dee
Alexander Brown's powerful account of Native American history, "Bury My Heart
at Wounded Knee"? Look no further! In this study guide, we will explore the key
themes, characters, and historical context of the book. Whether you are a student
working on an assignment or an enthusiast interested in learning more about
Native American history, this guide will provide you with the essential insights to
enhance your understanding of this influential work.

About "Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee"

"Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee" is a critically acclaimed book written by Dee
Alexander Brown. Published in 1970, it offers a comprehensive and emotionally
charged account of the Native American experience during the 19th century. The
book vividly portrays the devastating impacts of European colonization on Native
American tribes and sheds light on the often overlooked history of oppression and
injustice faced by Indigenous peoples.

The Key Themes Explored in "Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee"

1. Cultural Genocide: "Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee" exposes the systematic
efforts made by the United States government to eliminate Native American
cultures, languages, and traditions. It delves into the brutal strategies employed
to strip away the Native Americans' cultural identity and the devastating
consequences of such actions.
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2. Land Dispossession: The book highlights the rampant land grabbing by the
United States, which led to the loss of ancestral territories for Native American
tribes. From broken treaties to forced removals, Brown reveals the tragic history
of dispossession and the profound impact it had on the lives of Indigenous
communities.

3. Resistance and Resilience: Despite facing extreme adversity, Native American
tribes displayed remarkable resilience throughout history. "Bury My Heart at
Wounded Knee" showcases acts of defiance and resistance against the
encroachment of their lands and the attempts to annihilate their existence. It
explores the inspiring stories of leaders like Sitting Bull, Crazy Horse, and
Geronimo who fought to preserve their cultural heritage and fought for their
people's survival.

The Compelling Characters in "Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee"

The book introduces readers to a diverse array of historical figures who played
instrumental roles in Native American history:
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Sitting Bull: A revered Lakota Sioux leader and warrior who led the resistance
against the U.S. government's encroachment.

Crazy Horse: One of the most celebrated Native American warriors who
fiercely defended his people's land and culture.

Geronimo: An Apache leader known for his relentless struggle against U.S.
forces in defense of Apache lands.

Red Cloud: A prominent Lakota leader who challenged U.S. expansionism
and advocated for Native American rights.

Understanding the Historical Context

To fully comprehend the events and narratives presented in "Bury My Heart at
Wounded Knee," it is crucial to delve into the historical context of the time. Brown
paints a picture of the tumultuous 19th century, marked by escalating conflict
between Indigenous tribes and European settlers, land seizures, forced
relocations, and broken promises. Understanding this historical backdrop is
essential to grasp the gravity of the challenges faced by Native American
communities.

How Course Hero Can Help You

If you are studying "Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee" in an academic setting,
Course Hero offers an array of resources to aid your learning experience. With
Course Hero, you can access study guides, summaries, analysis, and even
expert tutors who can provide additional insights into the book's themes and
historical references. Maximizing your understanding of this seminal work has
never been easier!

In



"Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee" by Dee Alexander Brown is a thought-
provoking and essential read for anyone interested in Native American history. It
exposes the dark realities faced by Indigenous tribes, celebrates their defiance,
and highlights their resilience. By using this study guide, you will deepen your
understanding of the book and gain valuable insights.
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Course Hero Study Guides:Get Unstuck!

You've read the book, but you don't understand the symbolism. You've been to
every class, but it's 2 a.m. and your essay is due at 9:00. Your midterm is Friday
and you need a boost.

We've been there. We know what it's like to study, work, have a life, do your best,
and still need help. Course Hero Study Guides untie the knots. You do the work--
we give you the tools to make every minute count. We help you get unstuck.

Course Hero Study Guide for Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee includes:

An infographic depicting the plot and main characters
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A chapter-by-chapter summary and analysis

Key quotes

An overview, context, plot summary, characters, symbols, themes, and bio of
Dee Alexander Brown
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